Dear Concerned Citizen;
Enclosed is your complementary WhistleDrive ™. At this point you may be asking yourself; “What the heck is a
WhistleDrive?” A WhistleDrive ™ is the direct-mail component of several interlinked technology platforms;
collectively known as VP Task Force ™. Each synergistic component works together to form the base network
for Citizen to Citizen (#C2C) public safety reporting. #C2C reporting is a process where citizens using technology,
such as WhistleDrive ™, VP Task Force ™, WhistleField ™ Mobile, CPSN map portals, government & private
sector watchdog websites collectively compile direct evidence on circumstances which present threats to
themselves or persons they know. This process facilitates an evidence-supported means to warn other citizens.
The enclosed public safety - social technology consists of an expanding network of advocate web portals,
mobile applications, geolocation APIs, community forums, AI curated public data, crowd-sourced - #C2C social
media posting venues and direct-mailed WhistleDrives. The collective purpose of this technology is to inform
the public on the numerous federal and state vulnerable person laws, professional ethics regulatory rules, fraud
protection, basic human & civil rights secured by the US Constitution — as well as provide relevant educational
resources, PSA videos, profile and map perpetrator risk-zones. Additionally, these platforms enable victims a
voice — a means to share common experiences through their participating in online community discussion
forums. Thus, enabling peer-to-peer support and evidence-sharing in a proactive environment focused on
reducing elder abuse, domestic violence, harassment, child abuse, white-collar fraud, business, professional
and facility violations.
The VP Task Force ™ system facilitates white-collar crime (fraud) & perpetrator abuse whistle-blowing through
anonymously submitted event related evidence submissions. Reporters can also use their real name if they
choose to do so. User & perpetrator submission identification information remains unpublished to the public
(person specific information remains password access only to qualified system users and those at risk). User
submitted evidence is vetted via comparative analysis for single and repeating violation patterns. Events are
tracked in citizen accessible data bases & online proximity-based alert maps.
The crowd & AI (artificial intelligence) public-sourced information and citizen-to-citizen shared accounts allows
volunteer researchers to analysis data for repeating violations and to forecast trends if offences are not
corrected. Citizen’s making reports are also directed to report all threats to existing government public safety
agencies, as well as utilize existing private-sector watchdog organizations such as Yelp ®, Rip-off Report ® and
online federal & state law enforcement resources. In contrast, the VP Task Force ™ and CPSN advocate network
allows a more comprehensive means to submit actual direct evidence to substantiate repeating patterns with
greater public transparency specific to regional event frequency. This open, information-sharing, factgathering, data analysis and cross-supported documentation process (federal Act, statutory code, case law,
repeating perpetrator patterns, etc.) in and of itself acts as a deterrent when citizen alerts are profiled.
Moreover, this process allows injured parties access to others whom have faced similar circumstances,
whereby each individual may have information or specific evidence of repeating perpetrator activities which
could ultimately lead to stopping the offender(s) from harming others while potentially aiding each citizen
sharing evidence.
Genuinely,

